
 
NAME: ___________________________ 
 

“The Meal” 
 

What is biological in human beings, as an entity that exists spiritually, acquires a new meaning and 
a new depth. Human eating is something different from the food intake of an animal: eating attains 
its human dimension by becoming a meal. Having a meal, however, means experiencing the delightfulness 
of those things whereby humans are supplied with the gift of the earth’s fertility, and having a meal means 
to experience also, in such a reception of the choice things of the earth, the company of other people: a 
meal creates community, eating is complete only when it happens in company, and human coexistence 
achieves its fullness in the community of nourishment that unites everyone in the common interest of 
receiving the gifts of this earth. But in this way the meal becomes a very penetrating interpretation of what 
it means to be human, of human existence… In a meal, we discover that we are not the founders of 
our own beings but live our existence in receptivity. We experience ourselves as someone who has 
been endowed, who lives on the unmerited gift of a fruitfulness that seems always to be waiting for us, as it 
were. And what is more: we experience the fact that our existence, our “being-there”, is grounded in 
communion with, or “being-with”, the world, in whose stream of life we are immersed, and that it is 
founded on communion with other people, without which our humanity would lose the ground under its 
feet. 
 

[In the meal,] humankind discovers that things are more than things: that they are signs whose 
meaning extends beyond their immediate sensorial power. And when we experience the foundation of our 
existence in a meal, then we know that things give us more than they themselves have and are. 

 
Excerpt from “The Sacramental Foundation of Christian Existence” 
by Joseph Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI) 

 
 
To help you understand the passage above, please answer the following questions in 2-3 thoughtful 
and complete sentences: 
 

1. According to Ratzinger, what makes “human eating” (aka a meal) different from the “food 
intake of an animal”? 

 
 
 
 
 

2. What does a meal help us to understand more deeply about ourselves as human beings? 


